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To the citizens of the United States of America, and readers around the world, 
 
Telepathy is a weapon, and like any weapon it can be used as a good work tool, and like any weapon it 
can be abused. Being attacked with a weapon is justification for the imposition of a death penalty on the 
attacker. In telepathy, imposition of lethal death penalties is privately enforceable by a command of the 
aggrieved to Mega for a prosecution of who has attacked him/her with telepathy as a weapon. The 
aggrieved demands a death penalty. 
 
Attacks with synthetic telepathy as a weapon can strike anyone, at any time, from any ordinary desktop 
computer. The software for synthetic telepathy works from any ordinary computer (including 
smartphones) accessible to any person. Mind control software is known to this author to be traded on 
the open internet, even despite prohibition and government coordinated efforts to control this. It is also 
known to this author, every government on Earth claims the absolute, inviolable right to erase the 
memory or natural life learning of any person, in whole or in part, or warp someone with profound 
disruptions to their personality so severely at any time that the affected person instantly becomes 
permanently unknown and/or unknowable to anyone who has ever known that person. 
 
Synthetic Telepathy is as easily used as a weapon as it is a work tool. There are always consequences for 
abuse of a weapon. The penalty for unjustified use of telepathy as a weapon is death. Governments 
across Earth are known to send their soldiers on obey or die missions of electronic victimization and 
electronic warfare against natural persons, for their own reasons, utilizing myriad attacks with synthetic 
telepathy against natural persons. This can include, among other things, causing extreme addiction in 
someone, which is unstoppable need to continue taking any substance, without the help of King 
Yahweh, personally, to stop each and every particular substance caused to be uncontrollably craved in 
an affected person, who is brought to the professional understanding of "instant active drug seeking 
behavior" for that substance. Such substances include, among other things, water, caffeine, taurine, 
smoke, tobacco smoke, nicotine, foodstuffs, sugar, sugar substitute, extreme crystal methamphetamine 
cravings in a drug naive person, and other things. It can also be used to profoundly disrupt the sleep of 
any person. The affect of "Synthetic Telepathy" can be complete and total on a natural person, 
victimizing him/her in every moment he or she is alive as a thinking, sensing, perceiving natural person, 
at its worst. 
 
The United States Military command does the same in electronic warfare, costing United States 
Servicemember lives, for its own reasons, against natural persons it wishes to attack and/or affect in 
acts of espionage, covert surveillance and tampering for social control (such as threatening or bribing 
judges, politicians, or generally any person in foreign or historically also domestic jurisdictions who the 
United States seeks to influence at any time). 
 



Consequently, "Synthetic Telepathy" is a 100% complete and total disability, and always compensable 
because it is as easily used as a weapon as it is a work tool at any time, against any person, from any 
ordinary computer accessible to public or state or federal actors. 
 
This opinion of Dr. Blatt of Oxford is a final, finally binding expert opinion establishing the fact of 
"Synthetic Telepathy" as a means of transference and/or communication is also a 100% compensable 
100% disability as well as true natural fact of the human condition. 
 
This opinion helps very Veteran who’s currently honorably discharged and also telepathic. For United 
States Citizens, it's time to talk about a basic income of ca. US $3,333.33 per month in the United States 
for every adult individual 21 years of age and older. I would only give children Supplemental Security 
Income, if they were unlawfully telepathic, by and through the Social Security Administration. The 
foregoing is my expert knowledge and statement. 
 

Sincerely, 
 

Dr. James A. Blatt 
PhD Oxford University 

 
Aka Prince Luke  

 
Vice President of the United States of America, 

 
A bona fide Swiss Diplomat, entitled to all the rights, privileges, and immunities of a 
diplomat, 

 
Honorary Major General in the United States Marine Corp 

 
The foregoing is a message approved by Mr. President Yahweh of the United States of America, also 
known as, His Eminence. 
 
The foregoing is published online at https://redressgrievance.org/who-we-are-1/f/synthetic-telepathy-
is-a-weapon-and-good-work-tool, a link saved in the WayBack Machine at www.archive.org as my finally 
binding expert statement any judge must follow effective on or after June 13, 2022. 
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